Chapman Woods
Annual Meeting, Dinner &
Election of the Board of Directors

Wednesday, February 9, 2011

San Gabriel Country Club
350 East Hermosa Drive
San Gabriel, CA 91775

6:00 pm – No Host Cocktails
7:00 pm – Dinner

FREE if you RSVP before January 31
(see details on page 7)
“The Chapman Woods Real Estate Specialist”

Sally A. Birge  
(626) 577-0298

*Outstanding Knowledge*

*Incomparable Personal Service*

Founded Women of the Woods  
Chapman Woods Homeowner for 33 Years  
Real Estate Broker for 38 Years  
Two-time past president of the Chapman Woods Association
Welcome to 2011.

We're at the start of another year with hopes and plans for good times—both personal and for the country. I'm looking forward to our future, but am also taking time think about our neighborhood's rich past. I love living in Chapman Woods; so many interesting, wonderful people and events. All of the seemingly endless stories I've heard range from inspiring to not-fit-to-print. We have titans of business, artists, top-notch teachers, doctors, lawyers, and actors living here. Did you know that Elizabeth Taylor briefly attended Willard School? Speaking of which, we've seen our share of other stars in Chapman Woods ready for their close-ups due to the filming that takes place around our streets and in our yards. For the past few years, revenue from filming (expertly collected by TOM RIKE) has helped fund our neighborhood events. As a bartender at most of them, I can confirm that you are enjoying the free martinis and glasses of wine! Our biggest event of the year is scheduled for February 9; it is our annual meeting and dinner that will be held at the San Gabriel Country Club. This year the dinner will be FREE (thanks again to filming revenue) for all reservations received by January 31. If you haven't attended an annual meeting, it's an elegant event that is also informative and important: we vote to elect our volunteer association Board of Directors for 2011. The board meets monthly to discuss the well-being of our community and how to improve it. You may not know that the Chapman Woods Association has been around since 1937 and is still going strong. Also, this publication has been continuously produced since 1939! Take a look at page 11 for a reprint of the very first issue.

I have enjoyed creating The Call for you for the past few years. I'll be handing-off the job to the new publisher member of the board who will bring his own vision to our neighborhood news. As time marches on we have a new year, with it, new ideas from a new board!

MICHAEL RUSZCZYNSKI, Publisher

---

**SAVE THE DATE!**

Chapman Woods Annual Easter Egg Hunt

Saturday, April 23, 2011

The Golbranson’s House

More details soon!
Chapman Woods Block Representatives

Your Block Rep plays a vital communication role within our neighborhood and between neighbors. They are our messengers of printed neighborhood news and the Chapman Woods directory. They also relate any important information you may have to members of the Chapman Woods Association Board.

Do you know your Block Rep? If not, check the list below. Give your Block Rep a call or send them an e-mail letting them know what's going on in your "neck of the Woods."

Know Your Block Representative

ROB CURTISS, Co-Coordinator ............... 369-9308 ...... blockrep@chapmanwoods.net
GERIE O’CONNOR, Co-Coordinator .......... 796-7494 ...... blockrep@chapmanwoods.net

California Boulevard
3333, 3344, and 3403 .............. BETTY THOMSON
sansptom@aol.com .................. 449-1755
3415, 3435, 3455, 3469 .......... ELIZABETH REYNOLDS
[no email address] .................. 792-9149
3500 block ................................ NANCY MILLER
nancykennedy@kllfirm.com .......... 356-3600
3600 block ................................ MARTHA LEOS
theleos5@aol.com .................... 796-0210

Chapea Road
All Chapea Road .................. MARY JAYNE JOHNSTONE
sugahsugah1@aol.com ............... 796-9603

Chapman Woods Road
All Chapman Woods Road ............. BETTY THOMSON
sansptom@aol.com .................. 449-1755

Del Mar Boulevard
3500 block (South Side) .......... MARY ANN ORTOLANO
maort@yahoo.com .................... 796-1647
3600 block (South Side) .......... DONNA LOCKHART
gelockhart@earthlink.net .......... 793-4938

Grayburn Road
3300 block .................. SUSAN STONE REY
susan.steven@gmail.com .............. 577-9393
3400 block .................. MICHAEL NACHABE
mmnachabe@charlesdunn.com ....... 768-8455
3500 block ................................ LILLY DUNN
cdunn@charlesdunn.com .............. 744-1819
3600 block ................................ DAVID ROLFE
vardrolfe@earthlink.net .............. 578-1529

Halstead Street
All Halstead ........................ ELIZABETH REYNOLDS
[no email address] .................. 792-9149

Huntington Drive
All Huntington Drive .............. YANHONG ZHOU
joeyzhou@yahoo.com ............... 792-0819

Ivydale Court
All Ivydale Court .................. MARIA GUNNELL
ken@operondistributors.com ....... 796-0859

Locksley Drive
3500 and 3600 blocks .............. GABI SACKS
gabibob@sbcglobal.net .......... 568-8325

Lombardy Road
3300 block ........................ JANET SAURENMAN
jansaurenman@hotmail.com ........ 793-8633
3400 and 3500 blocks ............... JEANNE HEILMAN
pawsonamentcards@sbcglobal.net ... 793-2302
3600 block .......................... SHARON GIANNOTTA
sdgiannotta@yahoo.com .......... 577-4892

Lotus Avenue
525 and 535 ...................... ROB & ALISON CURTISS
arcurtiss@att.net ............... 396-9308
851 and 909 ...................... JUDY BEAUDET
beaudet@usc.edu ............... 795-4537

Madre Street
500 block .......................... BETTY THOMSON
sansptom@aol.com ............... 449-1755
600 block ................................ PATTY ZUBER
pauber@earthlink.net ............. 440-0986
700 and 800 blocks ................ LILLIAN HUNA
yangchoneli@yahoo.com .......... 405-0279

Mountain View Avenue
3500 block ....................... KARLENE TRIPOD
[no email address] ............... 449-3976
3600 block ................................ CORAL REID
cbreid@sbcglobal.net .......... 793-7992

San Pasqual Street
3300 and 3400 blocks ........ JANE MCANIFF
macbaku@yahoo.com ............... 796-0096
3500 block ................................ MIMI STOLPE
mimi_collins@yahoo.com .......... 298-6992
3600 block ................................ CYNTHIA DILLS
kaylaw@earthlink.net ............. 449-0668

Thorndale Road
3300 block ........................ MICHAEL RUSZCZYNSKI
muruz@fastmail.com ................. 449-0989
3500 block ................................ BETTY GAVIGAN
elizabeth@gaviganus ............... 795-0309
3600 block ................................ REBECCA DIMMICK
[no email address] ............... 792-5126

Valleymarca Drive
600 block (even numbers) ........ MARIA GUNNELL
ken@operondistributors.com ...... 796-0859
600 block (odd numbers) .......... ROB & ALISON CURTISS
arcurtiss@att.net ............... 396-9308
700 block, 808 – 840 ........... ANN RIKE
therikes@earthlink.net .......... 405-8969
851-888 ........................ JUDY BEAUDET
beaudet@usc.edu ............... 795-4537

Yorkshire Road
3300 block ................................ BRET MARX
freddymax@gmail.com ............. 696-3533
3400 block .......................... MARGE O’CONNOR
[no email address] ............... 792-7876
3500 block ........................ JENNIFER URIATE
jcmbriddle@gtstuffing.com ...... 744-0559
3600 block .......................... EVELINE SY
eve0908nm@yahoo.com .......... 795-4139

THE CALL

April 2011
April 1 — Flyers to Block Reps
April 13 — Advertising & Copy Deadline
April 22 — Deliver to Residents

Submissions to The Call can be sent via email to editor@chapmanwoods.net

When sending pictures via email, please send jpg or .pdf file types.

If you don’t have access to the internet, please drop off your news to STEVEN REY at 3347 Grayburn Road

ADVERTISING RATES

HALF PAGE
$280 per year or $80 per issue

QUARTER PAGE
$200 per year or $60 per issue

1/8 PAGE
$140 per year or $40 per issue

Consider advertising in The Call to support our association and bring new customers to your business.

Send email to advertising@chapmanwoods.net for more information.

HAVE YOU TURNED OFF YOUR SPRINKLERS YET?
by GABI SACKS

Who else has turned off their sprinklers in November? If you have not done so because you are concerned about your plants drying out . . . put on a pair of flat shoes and walk on your grass. Is the grass spongy when you walk on it? Push a finger into the soil; if it is wet, you are over watering! Take our challenge: turn off your sprinklers and leave them off until late March or April. Pasadena will be enforcing a mandatory outdoor watering shut-down March 18–27. You will not be able to spot water with a hose or from the tap either. Don’t worry though, when we turned off our sprinklers last year our lawn and plants were fine and so were our neighbors yards that did the same thing. We’re also thrilled that our recent water bill was the lowest we have ever received in eleven years of living in Chapman Woods!
**Milestones**

**MARRIAGE & MORE**

JASEN MURPHY and STEPHANIE SWAILES of 3510 Thorndale Road were married on November 20, 2010 at San Marino Community Church. If that was not enough, JASEN and STEPHANIE are eagerly awaiting the arrival of a baby boy in May 2011. Last year was an exciting one for the couple and 2011 is shaping up to be even better!

**ENGAGEMENTS**

Modern technology brings many couples together. But on New Years Eve 2004, fate arranged a more traditional encounter. “We met the old-fashioned way—at a New Year’s Party” said JENNY HSU. DUKE TRAN, 32, a well-established financial wealth advisor and JENNY, 28, a talented graphic designer, found a lot to talk about that night. Their conversation that night felt so natural, it was as if they had known each other for years.

“DUKE was floating on air,” as JENNY would explain it. “He stuck to my side like a bee to honey!” “It was her smile” DUKE says, “and the sparkle in her eyes.”

They were both at crossroads in their lives. JENNY had just finished a degree at USC and was ready to share her talent with the world. DUKE had received a well-deserved promotion as vice-president and was being relocated. He wasn’t sure where, but they would soon find out it was to Arcadia, where JENNY was living. What a coincidence—Arcadia is where they met in 2004! Flash forward to the beginning of 2010. They decided to buy a house together. Not the most typical decision a couple would make before marriage, let alone an engagement, but they both knew what they wanted. They found the perfect home in Chapman Woods on Thorndale. After months of renovation, tons of sweat and hard work, they transformed the house to what they had envisioned as their dream home.

In December, JENNY went to Taiwan to visit her grandmother. She flew home the day before Christmas to be with DUKE. She was so excited about seeing him and spending their first Christmas together at the house. Little did she know what DUKE had in store for her: JENNY came home to find the house with all of the lights turned off, however, there was the flickering glow and aroma of her favorite candles. Rose petals were strewn everywhere. She followed the candle light and discovered a Christmas patio illuminated with white lights (which DUKE knew she had always wanted). In addition she saw more rose petals forming a heart on the floor in front of the fire in the fireplace. The center of the heart contained a package which she knelt to open and unraveled a black and white photo booth picture of DUKE holding up a different sign in each of the 4 exposures. The 1st picture’s sign read “Will”, 2nd picture: “You”: 3rd picture: “Marry” and the 4th picture “Me.” DUKE got down on one knee (it might have been both knees) and asked, “Will You?” and, of course, JENNY said “Yes!”

Today, they are nearly finished furnishing the house and will soon begin planning their wedding. JENNY has dreamed about having a backyard wedding; however, their yard is too small. They would like to find a backyard in the neighborhood to use for their wedding. So if you have any suggestions (or if you would like to offer your backyard) to help DUKE and JENNY fulfill their dream wedding, please email them at jennydesigns@gmail.com. JENNY HSU and DUKE TRAN live at 3546 Thorndale Road.

**Celebrations**

**SEIDLER “LITTLE CHRISTMAS”**

A family tradition in the SEIDLER home the during Christmas season includes reading HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW’s poem “The Three Kings” while reenacting the arrival of the Magi in Bethlehem celebrating the birth of the infant JESUS.

**Passings**

**JANE YOUNG**

MARY-JANE YOUNG was a long-time resident of the Pasadena area, living in Chapman Woods for the past 30 years. She worked as a physical therapist until the late 1990’s and spent her retirement years here and in Lake Arrowhead. JANE was a block rep for many years and could often be seen walking her two golden retrievers around the neighborhood. She is survived by her children, grandchildren, and her brother.

**JACK REBERRY**

One of the very long-time residents of Chapman Woods has died. JACK REBERRY lived here since 1952. He passed away on November 5, 2010 at the age of 81. He is survived by his brother, sister, daughter and grandchildren.

**Raymond Taix**

RAYMOND TAIX, whose Taix French Restaurant in Echo Park is among the oldest family-owned restaurants in Los Angeles, died in October 2010. Taix, who was 85, passed away at his home here in Chapman Woods.

RAYMOND TAIX began a six-decade long career in the restaurant business at age 23. By the early 1960s, he was the manager of the family restaurant, which was founded by his father, in 1927 on Commercial Street in downtown Los Angeles. When the block where the restaurant was located was bulldozed for new development, RAYMOND TAIX and other family members opened a new location on Sunset Boulevard in Echo Park in 1962. He was still actively involved with the restaurant up until just two weeks before he died.

He was kind and respectful manager as well as a savvy businessman. He deeply cared for the well-being of his employees throughout the toughest of times, both financially and during the serious neighborhood changes in Echo Park. Today there are still more than a dozen employees that have worked at the restaurant for more than 30 years, and two who have been there for almost 50 years.

RAY was a gentle giant and was loved by everyone in this community also. He loved to walk his dog every day while having conversations with neighbors.

He is survived by his wife TONI, his son MICHAEL, and five grandchildren.

Please donate your used eyeglasses & hearing aids.

If you have used eyeglasses or hearing aids, Pasadena Host Lions collects and distributes them to those in need. Please contact ROB CURTISS at arcurtiss@att.net or (626) 396-9308 or just drop them off at 639 Vallombrosa. Thank you to the many Chapman Woods residents who have already done this over the years, especially JEANE NUTT!
YOUR FINANCIAL LIFE GOES BEYOND STOCKS AND BONDS
SHOULDN’T YOUR FINANCIAL STRATEGY DO THE SAME?

To see how your money can work harder by working together, contact a Merrill Lynch Financial Advisor today or visit www.askmerrill.ml.com

Loretta Hoffman, Financial Advisor
Robert Hoffman, Financial Advisor

(626) 898-2009

Merrill Lynch
801. W. Huntington Drive
Arcadia, CA 91007

Family growing?
Nest looking empty?
I can help you slip into something more comfortable!

Susan Stone Rey
Realtor®
(626) 354-1306

susanstonehomes@aol.com
www.susanstonerey.com
/Susan Stone Rey
Chapman Woods Association
Annual Meeting, Dinner & Election of the Board of Directors

Wednesday, February 9, 2011
San Gabriel Country Club
350 East Hermosa Drive
San Gabriel, CA 91775

6:00 pm – No Host Cocktails
7:00 pm – Dinner

Grilled Salmon,
Roasted Free-Range Chicken Breast,
or Vegetarian Napoleon

FREE Dinner if RSVP is received
before January 31, 2011
otherwise $35.00 per person

Please RSVP to
ARMIDA BAYLON at
social@chapmanwoods.net
or (626) 390-3751

Chapman Woods Association Annual Dinner

RSVP by January 31, 2011 to ARMIDA BAYLON at
social@chapmanwoods.net or (626) 390-3751

FREE Dinner if RSVP is received before January 31, 2011
after the deadline $35.00 per person

Salad, Entree, & Dessert

Grilled Salmon
Roasted Free-Range Chicken Breast
Vegetarian Napoleon

Names _____________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________

Send checks payable to Chapman Woods Association
c/o ARMIDA BAYLON
3316 Grayburn Road
Pasadena, CA 91107
• Alterations
• Bedspreads
• Wet Cleaning
• Stain Removal Specialist
• Guaranteed Whitest Whites
• Drapery Cleaning
• Free In-Home Estimates

Our Promise
1. Always use pure-distilled solvent
2. Pre-treat each of every garment
3. Orders ready on time
4. Be environmentally friendly
5. Clothes guaranteed to be odor free
6. Never tolerate broken buttons

EsteeM CLeanerS
Fine Drycleaning

3703 Huntington Dr.
(at Rosemead Blvd.)
Pasadena, CA 91107
(626) 796-8785
www.EsteemCleaners.com

626.568.8700
California Marketing
134 Waverly Drive, Pasadena 91105

MAILING • PRINTING • GRAPHIC DESIGN
LISTS • DATA ENTRY • PROCESSING
WOMEN OF THE WOODS

HOLIDAY CELEBRATIONS

Chapman Woods residents turned out in record numbers to mingle with old friends and new neighbors at the annual Chapman Woods Holiday Party on December 5. The beautifully decorated traditional home of host and hostess, KENNY and MARY LUND, was a perfect setting for the occasion and the LUND children delighted everyone by singing Christmas carols. WOW's were again in charge of organizing the party, with a committee chaired by MARIA DAMARIO and RIMA KARASARKISIAN. Everyone agreed that residents had outdone themselves in bringing scrumptious appetizers to share. Thanks to the Board for providing the beverages and yummy desserts.

Effective immediately, magazines for donation to the Pasadena Senior Center should be delivered to CONNIE KOFahl at 3526 Grayburn Road. A million thanks to ROSEMARY DILLS who for many years diligently gathered up the donated magazines and saw that they were delivered to the Senior Center.

The WOW-WOW'S celebrated the holidays at the home of SALLY BIRGE and enjoyed a house completely filled with unique decorations (e.g. approximately 200 angels, 40 jeweled trees, and other festive items too many to count). SALLY says it takes her two full days to decorate! She happily served wine, champagne and pomegranate Martini's and heavy appetizers consisting of poached salmon, spinach patties, curry log, shrimp, and a fabulous torta. Oh yes, there were homemade rum cake and cookies!

The next gathering will be February 27th for the annual Academy Awards party. Start planning which movie star you'll attempt to dress like. The ladies can't forget the year little AMY CALLISTER stuck a pillow under her T-shirt and came as the pregnant star of the film Juno!

The WOW-WOW's is a group of about 20 women who live alone in Chapman Woods. So if this describes you, we would love to see and welcome new faces. Just call SALLY BIRGE. She will even pick you up, bring you to the events, and guarantee a great time!

A new member, JACKIE MILLS, who lives on Mountain View, recently joined the group. JACKIE declares she enjoys the diversity and interests of the ladies and can't wait to share another evening.

WOW-WOW'S NEWS & EVENTS

WOW's held their December meeting at the elegantly decorated home of CHARLOTTE SCHULTZ. At the brief business meeting WOW's confirmed that this year's Association charitable donation would be to Ability First. WOW's then enjoyed a delicious champagne holiday brunch served up by a committee of accomplished WOW cooks. MICHAEL RUSZCZYNISKI, our resident Renaissance man provided the musical treats.

WOW's are looking forward to the first get-together of 2011 on the second Tuesday of February, program and location to be announced in January. WOW meetings are free and all residents are welcome. To be added to the mailing list and join in the friendship, fun and community service, call SALLY BIRGE.

A new member, JACKIE MILLS, who lives on Mountain View, recently joined the group. JACKIE declares she enjoys the diversity and interests of the ladies and can't wait to share another evening.

WOW-WOW's is a group of about 20 women who live alone in Chapman Woods. So if this describes you, we would love to see and welcome new faces. Just call SALLY BIRGE. She will even pick you up, bring you to the events, and guarantee a great time!
MORE PICTURES FROM THE 2010 ANNUAL HOLIDAY PARTY

GOOD READS
by CONNIE KOF AHL

Here are three books that I would recommend for enjoyable general reading.

FOR ALL THE TEA IN CHINA, by Sarah Rose, is about the East India Trading Company in China and India. The main topic concerns the triangle of trade that led to the Opium Wars.

INHERITANCE by Sackville West—This read is about the stately home Knole in Great Britain and the Sackville family.

THE LACUNA, by Barbara Kingsolver centers on Diego Rivera, magical realism, and Mexican history. It won the Orange Book award.

RECOMMENDED TRAVEL ADVENTURE
by PHYLLIS SPECHT

An article in the Sunday paper combined with a proposed art excursion encouraged us to take a train ride. Even though we have travelled quite extensively, we decided this was a bit complicated for us to plan, so the first time we used an Auto Club Travel Agent. So glad we did! We visited the agent in June only to learn that the October train accommodations we wanted at the dates we needed were completely booked! The agent was as surprised as we were. Seems a lot of people travel by train. She was really persistent and finally got us a “roomette” with the bathroom down the passage. This was arrangement was $600 less per person than the bedroom we thought we wanted. It worked very well. Our travel companions did not seem to be on the same schedules we were. Since I had never driven across country, and CHET’s last trip was on a troop train, we were truly impressed with the vastness of the landscape and the magnitude of the unpopulated areas. We took the Southwest Chief crossing Southern California, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Kansas and Missouri. We stopped for a long weekend to meet our PALS from Pasadena Arts League in Kansas City. We were all amazed at the world-class art museums, The NELSON ATKINS and the KIMBLE plus the WWI Museum. We got back on the train to travel through Missouri, Iowa and Illinois to reach Chicago. We spent several days in that great city seeing more art and the Shed Aquarium. We then boarded the California Zephyr to travel through Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Nevada and Northern California, ending in Sacramento.

These routes follow the trails of the covered wagon pioneers. While the scenery was often breathtaking, we were amazed at the difficulty of the terrain, especially in the Sierra Nevada’s were the Donner Party was stalled and starved for five months. Close to the Donner encampment is Bear Valley where all the wagons had to be disassembled and lowered by block and tackle down the steep canyon wall, animals and people got the same treatment. No one explained what happened to the last guy at the top of the cliff!

It was a great travel adventure. If you want a good laugh, try to picture either CHET or me getting into the top bunk! I did it going and he did it coming. I will say who ever designed those top bunks, never got into one. There is nothing to hang on to needed for the extra boost that gets one up top! These trains both swayed and jerked a lot at times, so there is a webbed tape device that hooks into the roof to keep one from falling out. Getting up to bathroom in the middle of the night was a special challenge. I awoke one night with CHET’s foot pushing into my stomach!

We detrained in Sacramento as there are not good connections coming south. We also thought the train might be late...it was, but only 15 minutes. While there we managed to visit the CROCKER MUSEUM, which has just reopened after renovation and a fabulous contemporary addition. Good stuff. We flew home really satisfied with our train travel adventure.

YES! We would take this trip again. However, by the time we get around to it I doubt either of us could make it up to the top bunk!

DON’T PAY TO HAVE YOUR CURB PAINTED!

During the summer of 2009 and early into the year of 2010, and house numbers on the curbs in the neighborhood were repainted by two of our young residents who had been hired by the Chapman Woods Board. Within a few weeks of the completion of the job, an group that called themselves ‘Save the Children’ obtained a permit from the county to re-do any curb painting and to collect $20 from each resident for the service. Although members of the Board made calls on the behalf of the neighborhood the painting went on and many residents unfortunately paid the requested fee.

Chapman Woods residents should be aware that the Board chose to have the numbers painted because of the poor quality of work done by fly-by-night groups that come into the neighborhood for a profit. There is no control by the County concerning the type of group or the quality of the work. The County simply issues a permit to a group if the date of the previous permit is over one year old. The only way to stop these groups is for Chapman Woods residents to refuse to pay the outside groups’ fees. Your Chapman Woods Board is committed to maintaining professional looking curb markings.

Although members of the Board made calls on the behalf of the neighborhood the painting went on and many residents unfortunately paid the requested fee.

Chapman Woods residents should be aware that the Board chose to have the numbers painted because of the poor quality of work done by fly-by-night groups that come into the neighborhood for a profit. There is no control by the County concerning the type of group or the quality of the work. The County simply issues a permit to a group if the date of the previous permit is over one year old. The only way to stop these groups is for Chapman Woods residents to refuse to pay the outside groups’ fees. Your Chapman Woods Board is committed to maintaining professional looking curb markings.

We detrained in Sacramento as there are not good connections coming south. We also thought the train might be late...it was, but only 15 minutes. While there we managed to visit the CROCKER MUSEUM, which has just reopened after renovation and a fabulous contemporary addition. Good stuff. We flew home really satisfied with our train travel adventure.

YES! We would take this trip again. However, by the time we get around to it I doubt either of us could make it up to the top bunk!
Thank you Pasadena!
We are honored to be voted “Best Senior Living in Pasadena”

THE OAKS
OF PASADENA
2954 E. Del Mar Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91107
(626) 356-2600
www.pasadenaoaks.com

- Located on over 30 acres with Breathtaking Landscaped Gardens with Walking Paths
- Elegant Restaurant-Style Dining
- Spacious Studios, One Bedroom, and Two Bedroom Apartments with Kitchens
- Private Patios or Balconies in Each Unit
- Daily Trash Removal and Bed Making
- Weekly Housekeeping and Linen Service
- Transportation Services 7-Days a Week
- Monthly Calendar of Activities, Entertainment and Events
- Complimentary Laundry Facilities
- Fitness Classes
- Pool and Jacuzzi
- Library

And Our Assisted Living...
- Pristine 1920’s Sanctuary
- All the Amenities of Home
- Private and Semi-Private Room:
- Fireplaces
- 24-Hour Care
- Beautiful Landscaped Gardens

THE RETREAT
AT
THE OAKS
OF PASADENA
365 El Nido
Pasadena, CA 91107
License# 197605949
Wilson’s Pet Care

- Dog Walking
- “In-Home” Pet Sitting
- Pet Taxi
- Veterinary Experience
- Pet First Aid Certified
- Bonded & Insured

Elizabeth Wilson
626.833.4262
www.wilsonspetcare.com

Call us to schedule a free consultation.

Baylon Design Group
Armida Baylon
Interior Designer — ASID Affiliate

Phone: (626) 390-3751
Fax: (626) 796-6891
armidabaylon@sbcglobal.net

FULL INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES

- Space Planning
- Color Consultation
- Kitchen and Bath Remodel
- Custom Furnishing & Upholstery
- Window Treatments
- Staging

Nikki C’s

so.cal ▪ italian

LUNCH ▪ DINNER ▪ BRUNCH

470 s. rosemead blvd. pasadena, ca. 91107
(between del mar & huntington)

takeout catering nikkiics.com 626.792.7437
This is a reproduction of the first issue of The Chapman Woods Call dated January 26, 1939.
Service Meat — U.S.D.A. Prime and Choice Beef
Fresh Seafood and Sushi Department
Farm Fresh Quality Produce
Fresh Floral Department
Service Deli & Hot Foods
Boar’s Head Meats & Cheeses
Peet’s Brewed Coffee
Hot Service Bakery
Fine Wine Department
Home Delivery Available

Open 24 Hours Daily

Double Coupons Every Day!
Corner of San Gabriel Boulevard & Huntington Drive

(626) 535-9091

Visit us on the web at howsmarkets.com
Proudly Protecting the Residents of Chapman Woods

Serving Your Community for over 50 Years!

We Specialize In:

- Professional Burglar and Fire Alarm Installation
- Our Own Local Monitoring Facility
- Commercial and Residential Armed Patrol Service and Alarm Response
- CCTV and Card Access Systems
- 24-Hour Expert Systems Repair and Service

(800) 654-7678
www.postalarm.com

We can monitor almost any existing security system. No long-term contracts.

We invite you to visit our new location:
47 East Saint Joseph Street, Arcadia, CA 91006
ACO 1843
Dedicated To Your Chapman Woods Neighborhood

Honesty and professionalism are my guiding principles when working with every buyer and seller for their real estate needs. If you or someone you know is in the market to buy or sell a home please contact me.

Melissa McWilliams
Realtor
(626) 356-8119 Direct
(626) 394-2929 Cell
melmcw@coldwellbanker.com
DRE# 01878513
**Stroll. Sample. Savor.**

**At the home of Phaedra and Mark Ledbetter:**
The historic Laurabelle A. Robinson house, Pasadena
Sunday, October 10, 2010 • 4 to 7 p.m.

Experience gourmet specialties from top restaurants in the
San Gabriel Valley, complemented by a wide variety of California
wines and breweries.

- Silent and Live Auction
- Entertainment

Proceeds benefit special needs children and adults at AbilityFirst’s
Lawrence L. Frank Center and Pasadena Work Center.

Tickets available online at www.abilityfirst.org beginning August 16.

For sponsorship, donation or participation
information, contact Julia Cody,
Special Events Manager,
at 626.243.4852 or
jcody@abilityfirst.org

*Ballast Point Brewing & Spirits*
*Bristol Farms*
*The Bruery*
*Cafe 140 South*
*Craftsman Brewing Company*
*Doña Rosa Bakery & Taqueria*
*El Cholo Cafe*
*Elements Kitchen*
*Gale’s Restaurant*
*Green Street Restaurant*
*Julienne Fine Foods & Celebrations*
*Kensington Caterers*
*LAMILL COFFEE*
*La Grande Orange Café*
*La Nueva Posada*
*Langdon Shiverick Imports*
*Loring Wine Company*
*Marston’s Restaurant*
*Noir Food & Wine*
*Ortman Family Vineyards*
*Roy’s Hawaiian Fusion*
*Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse*
*Sierra Nevada Brewing Co.*
*Stone Brewing Co.*
*Tam O’ Shanter*
*The Terraces at Quarry Vineyards*
*Violet’s Cakes*
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FIRST CAPITAL

Mortgage Consultant

Direct: (626) 535-2955 sklilvort@firstcapitalmtg.com

- PURCHASE OR REFINANCE
- HISTORICALLY LOW RATES
- REDUCE MONTHLY PAYMENTS
- CHAPMAN WOODS RESIDENT SINCE 1997

BIG O TIRES

Big O Tires
Dunlop
Falken

Michelin
Uniroyal
Fulda
and more!

Goodyear
BF Goodrich
Yokohama

Alignments
Brakes
Tires

Shocks
Wheels

Instant Financing O.A.C
(See store for details)

(626) 793-6410
112 S. Rosemead Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91107
BBQ Tailgate Pack!

- Ribs or Ribs & Chicken Combo
- Ranch Style Beans
- Cole Slaw

$75 + tax

Pre-order now or call ahead and we’ll have it all ready when you get here!

TWOHEY’S RESTAURANT
1224 N. Atlantic Blvd. • Alhambra, CA 91801
(626) 284-7387 • www.twoheys.com
Second time around.

Jesús Arellano began experiencing a familiar sensation. Burning, like indigestion, turned to chest and back pain. He began to sweat. Having had a heart attack three years earlier, Jesús immediately recognized the symptoms.

A local emergency room confirmed his suspicions. Within minutes, Jesús was being transferred by ambulance to Methodist Hospital. As a county-designated STEMI receiving center, Methodist Hospital has the equipment, trained staff and proven track record to provide the fastest possible care for heart attack patients.

A cardiologist quickly reopened the artery. The relief was immediate. It took just 42 minutes—well below the national average.

Today, Jesús is making beautiful music because...

Read the rest of his story at www.methodisthospital.org.

If you have any of these symptoms, call 911 immediately.

- Persistent pain or discomfort in the chest, arms, back, neck, jaw or stomach
- Shortness of breath
- Breaking out in a cold sweat
- Nausea
- Lightheadedness
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